Walmart fuel filter change

The fuel filter works to remove any unwanted debris from the fuel line to help prevent it causing
damage elsewhere in the engine. Fuel filters will generally need replaced once a year for most
drivers, but those with high monthly mileage may need to replace it more often. Changing a fuel
filter is a routine repair and the vast majority of garages will be able to do the work for you. If
you want to make the repairs yourself, fuel filters can be ordered online from a variety of
retailers. The role of the fuel filter in a car is to trap large particles of fuel before they reach the
engine. These large particles can also clog the fuel injectors, which would prevent a cylinder
from receiving the proper amount of fuel and require a repair or a replacement of the injector. A
properly maintained fuel filter will prevent these issues from occurring, saving you the time and
expense of additional repairs to your car. On most care the filter will be found within the engine
compartment or close to the fuel tank under the car. The various types of fuel delivery systems
means that fuel filters are different from car to car. A carburetor fueled engine uses a vacuum to
suck fuel into the engine, and has a relatively low pressure fuel system. The fuel in this system
will pass through rubber hoses, and the fuel filter will have an inlet and an outlet tube through
which the fuel can pass. These fuel filters will typically be made from metal or plastic. In a car
which uses electronic fuel injection, fuel is squirted into each cylinder by the injectors. This is a
high pressure fuel system, so the fuel filter needs to be made from metal to prevent it from
breaking. The filter on a fuel injection system is normally threaded on to the fuel lines, again to
keep it secure in the higher pressure environment. Replacing your fuel filter regularly is
essential for maintaining the health of your engine and protecting it from foreign particles which
may cause damage. In general, most mechanics will recommend replacing the filter once a year
at the annual service. If you live in a high-pollution area or cover a significant number of miles
each month, the filter will need to be replaced on a more regular basis. There are numerous
ways in which dirt and debris can get in to the fuel line, so a working fuel filter is crucial for
preventing it causing damage to the engine. Replacing your fuel filter regularly is an
inexpensive repair, and could end up saving you a small fortune in the future. Most garages will
inspect your fuel filter at the annual check up, and if they think it needs replaced they will carry
out the work there and then. For the majority of drivers this will be enough to keep the filter
healthy and prevent any possible issues. Other issues caused indirectly by the faulty filter may
trigger the check engine light though, such as decreased fuel flow from a clogged fuel filter.
Another common error is for the computer to misinterpret a fuel filter issue as a problem with
the oxygen sensor or mass air flow. It will sense a problem with the air and fuel mixture and flag
a fault code, which can often lead to a misdiagnosis of the issue. If the filter is plugged it can
also cause random cylinder misfires, which can trigger an error code. You can often save more
money by opting for an aftermarket filter instead of OEM parts, so shop around for the best deal
on a part with a good reputation. You can usually save money by having it replaced as part of
your annual service. The final option is to shop around for good deals in your area. With a filter
change being a simple and routine repair, many garages run specials on things like filter
replacements and oil changes to acquire new customers. Below are some examples of how
much a fuel filter replacement costs for some of the most popular cars in the country. These are
estimates based on common pricing, and it may vary between garages and from place to place.
Nevertheless, it should give you an idea of what a fuel filter replacement will cost. Compare
your quote to other individuals from around the country to make sure you are getting the best
deal. Remember me. Need to book this service? Find a Local Mechanic. Table of Contents. Fuel
Filter Replacement Costs Submitted By Our Users Compare your quote to other individuals
from around the country to make sure you are getting the best deal. Subscribe to our mailing
list. I have a 99 pontiac firebird 3. First time i ever go to walmart to get an oil change. I drive 30
miles after i pick it up and the engine lost most of its power by the time i reached my mechanic.
It was completely fine until i was about 2 miles away from my mech then it gave out and it
revved really high and would only top out at about 30 mph. Rod bearing got messed up and had
to put a new engine in. Can i sue walmart? If so how would i go about it. I asked my mech and
the only thing he said is that there? First, what do Walmart say about the situation? If they
forgot to refill the oil or forget to tighten the drain plug or filter so all the oil ran out then they are
probably liable. They will have liability insurance in place to cover this sort of thing, and they
may offer to settle pay for your replacement engine. Problem solved without the need for a
lawyer. Otherwise, depending on the amount, look at lodging a claim in the local small claims
court. This also doesn't involve a lawyer. You need your evidence, the docket from Walmart, the
bill from your mechanic, and preferably the mechanic himself in person, to tell the judge that
when your car arrived at his shop, there was no oil in it. You put your case to the judge, and the
manager from Walmart can explain his side of the dispute, and the Judge will decide. If he
believes your story, you win the case, and because it's against a reputable company, they will
actually pay up. Did you watch mechanic? Did you see them put oil in your engine or remove

the oil. Did you see which oil they put in. The right one for your car. If not you don't have a case.
When you take your ride in watch the mechanic even if they say stay in waiting room. I don't
know how many I've stopped from messing up a ride that ways over 50 years. Yeah it suppose
to be easy thing to do. Drop plug, drain, then put plug back in then new oil. There's no ways you
drove that long without seeing a light come on engine. Unless something wrong with your
engine light indicator. Then you had a problem to begin with. Loose ground in one of those is
not oil it's fuel. Bet your fuel filter was clogged. That ride sound like it needed worked on along
time ago. Yeah we had autos older then yours here at house. Went over then with fine tooth
comb. Always check everything before taking it into a shop. Have a friend with you as witness
to such things. Your mechanic should have checked ride out way before the oil change. Why
did you take your ride into Walmart for simple oil change to begin with. Ain't that hard. A rod
bearing? Change the bearing and the crank if it I deformed there is no reason to get a new
engine. Just one rod bearing? Hell we used to do a temp fix on that by blocking the intake valve
and pulling the spark plug. It revved High that's a little weird , all the bearings I've ever lost more
than a few , it lost power and chugged. High rev sounds more like a transmission problem
assuming it's auto, which it could only be. I've killed an engine by have a coolant leak into the
oil , water and Ethylene glycol will kill your bearings. The engine is repairable if you do it
yourself otherwise the labour will kill you. If you care to sue you have a weak case and any
lawyer will take it but you will end up paying more thanthe vehicle is worth and will in all
likelihood lose. Mechanic who can say to you those two reasons in the way you mentioned ,
may not be the best one: no oil going through the engine - was there oil or not in the oil sump,
was everything tightened well after that oil change, how the car reached your mechanic, OR was
his answer you revved it too much and you said you did not go over thousand rpm. If that car
could not go more than 30 under such high rpm load you should have immediately stopped the
engine and call Walmart, when that happened just 2 miles after their work on the car. Sure you
can sue. But then you must put on this peasant play about how they get their oil changed
wrong. Not to be drawn into it, but can you prove in any way that they gave you the car without
oil? Or that it was leaking to such an extent that it leaked out in 30 miles? Then you have a good
case. I don't know how WalMart handles these things, but once you really astart peasanting it
up, why you will find out. Usually, you don't start with a suit but ask them for restitution. Then
you threaten them with a lawsuit. Then you move to the legal offices and the courts. You will be
big on the circuits. Performing all over town. But you sound disconnected from mechanical
reality. I change my own oil for the reason that happened to you. You took your car to Walmart
for an oil change. You're the driver of the car. You are responsible for it. When you pick up the
car, you open the hood and check the oil level. Is that so difficult? Do you KNOW how to check
your oil?? Do you think that if you had done that, your engine would be ruined? Are you willing
to give ALL your control away to other people? I once rented a car from a major airport to drive
halfway across USA. I gave them several days notice. I told them to change the oil and filter
first. They said they would. I rented the car. They brought it out. I immediately opened the hood
and checked the oil. I went back in and told them. They put 3 quarts in! If the failed part began to
fail after the maintenance service, the evidence is in the oil, the filter, and the pump screen. No
mention of failure there. It takes a bearing like that some time to eat through the babbitt, the
copper, the steel. Insurance adjusters and warranty company field reps. Your car was about to
go south already and that's why you went to get the oil changed, thinking that would put back
all the , miles of wear and tear plus arrest the piston slap engineered into those engines.
Walmart didn't let the car out of the work area with the oil warning light glaring and you didn't
drive the car 30 miles that way either. Go to the salvage yard and get a used engine, or just junk
the car like you should. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Poll:
Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be
alive. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Trudeau on Biden call: U. Chris
Harrison's 'Bachelor' future up in the air. Mars rover's giant parachute carried secret message.
Bucs GM considering Tom Brady contract extension. Answer Save. None ya. Art Lv 7. You cans
sue but can you prove it was their mistake? How do you think about the answers? You can sign
in to vote the answer. If you can prove that Walmart injured you, then yes, you can sue and win.
Source s : That car would not have finished my trip. Because I checked their poorly maintained
engine, it didn't destroy itself, and I didn't have to pay for a new engine. You can probably sue
Walmart if your mechanic found the oil pan empty. But there should have been an oil warning
light on, or an oil pressure gauge with ZERO oil pressure, all the while you were driving it.
Engine overhaul mechanic since Dannyl Lv 5. You can get oil analysis. You can take the filter
for disassembly and inspection. If the evidence tells of failure over a period of time? That just
means you had a worn out engine. That is no surprise after 16 years and , miles. Ask any
qualified mechanic, or engine build technician. Service manager or service advisor. Look also at

how long the engine manufacturer would warranty the engine, And the requirements for
changing the oil and services that can affect engine life. Ask a technician who repairs engines
rather than replacing them. Your tech is protecting the validity of the repair he just made. When
it comes to placing blame, you can consult a builder for careful teardown and gathering the
evidence. Just guessing? The Devil Lv 7. Show more answers Still have questions? Get your
answers by asking now. Both of the Kubota B-series and L-series tractors come equipped with
bowl-type fuel filters. These fuel filters are enclosed inside of a see-through bowl. The fuel
travels out of the fuel tank and into the fuel filter bowl. Once the fuel enters the bowl, it
circulates through the inner filter. The inner filter then catches any small sediments and other
impurities. The clean fuel then leaves the fuel filter bowl and flows to the fuel injectors. Replace
the bowl-type fuel filters between and hours of service. Park the Kubota tractor in an area with
plenty of ventilation. Make sure that the surface is level. Turn the engine off and engage the
transmission, so the tractor will not roll. Locate the fuel filter bowl on the front of the Kubota
tractor. The fuel filter bowl is clear, with a fuel filter mounted inside of it. If the fuel filter bowl
has a fuel valve on the top of the bowl assembly, turn the valve to the "Off" position. Wrap the
fuel filter strap wrench around the bowl in a counterclockwise direction. Slowly turn the fuel
filter bowl counterclockwise until the bowl loosens. Then, finish unscrewing the bowl with your
hand. Place the bowl on the ground. You can now access the fuel filter. Pull the fuel filter
straight down from the bottom of the fuel filter housing. Discard the old fuel filter into the drip
pan. Grace Mclain has been writing professionally since Her articles have appeared on eHow.
COM, and she specializes in automotive and business topics. Step 1 Park the Kubota tractor in
an area with plenty of ventilation. Step 2 Turn the engine off and engage the transmission, so
the tractor will not roll. Step 3 Locate the fuel filter bowl on the front of the Kubota tractor. Step
4 Wrap the fuel filter strap wrench around the bowl in a counterclockwise direction. Always
wash the fuel filter bowl out with kerosene before reinstalling it. Also, fill the bowl back up with
fresh fuel before reinstalling it to the fuel filter housing. Do not smoke around any type of fuel.
Wear protective glasses around fuel. Filters perform important jobs within various parts of your
vehicle. The fluids and air flowing through your engine need to stay clean to avoid clogging the
narrow passageways. To keep these elements clean, your engine utilizes several well-placed
filters. The filters sit in strategic locations and act as the first line of defense against potentially
damaging dirt particles. To help the filters do their job, you must have them replaced regularly
by a skilled technician. A replacement schedule is determined by the way you drive, total
mileage between services, and vehicle manufacturer specifications. Meineke technicians first
look at your vehicle's filter change intervals assigned by the manufacturer to determine if your
filters are in need of replacement. The intervals list both a time and mileage rating to consider.
Technicians will then use their expertise to determine if your vehicle could benefit from a filter
change. A visual inspection also assists in determining the right time to perform the fuel, oil and
air filter replacement service. The car air filter sits in the air box or on the cold air intake cone to
pull dirt particles out of the air flowing into your engine. The replacement process for this filter
is pretty straightforward. A technician will simply lift the element out of the container and
replace it with a fresh part. Changing the oil filter is not quite as simple as the air filter
replacement, as technicians must also remove and replace all of the oil from your engine.
Technicians drain all of the oil out of the system by removing the drain plug in your oil pan.
After the system drips dry, techs can remove the oil filter using a specially designed wrench.
From there, it's a matter of replacing the filter element, drain plug and oil with new components.
Oil change services usually include an oil filter replacement. Check out our Meineke oil change
packages to learn more. The fuel filter sits either just beneath your hood or behind the rear tire
near the gas tank. This filter keeps dirt sitting in the gas tank from clogging up the fuel lines and
injector nozzles. As a result, the filter grows dirty fairly quickly, especially if you drive a lot of
miles each year. Your Meineke technician will indicate the right time to come in for filter
changes using a mileage number and date. Whenever you notice one of those factors is coming
up, you can bring your car to a technician to receive filter change services. Call your local
Meineke Car Care Center with any questions you might have about air, oil, or fuel filter
replacement. Our technicians are here to help! Standard messaging and data rates may apply.
Consent not required for purchase. Privacy Policy. Professional Filter Replacement Meineke
technicians first look at your vehicle's filter change intervals assigned by the manufacturer to
determine if your filters are in need of replacement. Air Filter Replacement The car air filter sits
in the air box or on the cold air intake cone to pull dirt particles out of the air flowing into your
engine. Oil Filter Change Changing the oil filter is not quite as simple as the air filter
replacement, as technicians must also remove and replace all of the oil from your engine. Fuel
Filter Replacement The fuel filter sits either just beneath your hood or behind the rear tire near
the gas tank. Got Filter Replacement Questions? Time for New Filters? Schedule Replacement

Service Appointment. Find Meineke Near You Services-locations search. Enter Offer Send
Services Email :. Check icon for email subscription. Check icon sms text. A Family of Driven
Brands. Walmart Auto Service is one of the many divisions of the retail giant. With over 11,
stores, let us assure you that there will never be a problem finding one nearby. Walmart offers
four different walmart oil change services. The first one is the Pit Crew Oil Change. The second
one is the Standard Oil Change. Additional charge may apply for non-featured oils. The third
service is the High Mileage Oil Change. High Mileage oils are recommended for vehicles with
more than 75, miles. Semi-Synthetic oils that are GM Dexos compliant are also included in this
package. While Walmart does offer cheap oil change prices they do offer other cheap auto
services. Click here for all other Walmart Auto Service prices and services. I started using
Walmart for oil changes a few years ago on an older second car. They did a great job everything
was watchable from the waiting area so I knew they were doing what they were supposed to be
doing. Service was great. Price was excellent for a conventional oil change. I will be using then
again for a new used second vehicle and high mileage or synthetic oil changes. Prices are lower
than other Oil change places and easier to get into than my local mechanic. No other
customers.. NOT a good impression.. I noticed a few drops about a week after the service was
done, and as days went by the puddle got bigger and bigger. Took it to my mechanic and he
told me that as I drive the plug kept opening slowly and that I was about a half a day from the
plug falling out and losing all the oil. I told Walmart and asked for them to pay the mechanic bill
and they refused. If you guys are able to, change your own oil. Robert Henson. So needless to
say I left went home and did it myself. I only wasted 3hours not counting he time I spent
changing my own oil. Than
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ks Walmat. Funny how any one posting a comment has trouble but when it comes to leaving
there info there I no problem, this must be Walmart. Have your oil changed by someone from
the sheltered workshop. Great way to take care of your car. Went to wal mart today to have tires
rotated and oil changed. I had my own oil and filter they were going to charge me the same price
of not having either. Could not get a good answer. It is a rip off I only want certain oil and filters
used not cheap ones. They use to change my oil and were reasonable. But not now!!!! Your
email address will not be published. Car Service Prices. Walmart Oil Change Prices and
Services. RRB December 9, at pm. John July 6, at pm. Hlckkg July 1, at pm. Jeremy Gordon
August 29, at pm. Robert Henson June 3, at pm. Larry J July 19, at pm. Evelyn Shubert August
13, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Rate Them.
Follow carserviceprice. Windshield Damage â€” To Repair or Replace? To Top.

